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Timing is everything when it comes to sports. This 
couldn’t be more true, as the Government of India is set 
to discuss the Prevention of Sporting Fraud Bill, 2013 
(“the Bill”) in the Indian Parliament, in a bid to curb 
issues such as match fixing that have brought much 
embarrassment to the sporting community in India. 

Match fixing is a global concern and has been described 
as the biggest threat to sport in the 21st Century1 
..Match-fixing per se is not new to India, with such 

incidents being brought to public attention as early 
as the 1990s. However, the increasing frequency, 
involvement of corporates and large amounts of money 
in match fixing in recent times have made it a national 
sporting menace.  

By introducing the Bill, India is likely to become the first 
country to have a distinct legislation for sports fraud 
related to match fixing.2 3    The table below highlights 
key aspects of the Bill. 
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Key provisions of the Prevention of Sporting Fraud Bill, 2013

Offences identified in the Bill Penalties prescribed

1. Manipulation of the sports result, irrespective of whether 
the outcome is actually altered

(a)  Imprisonment up to five years and fine of Rs 
10 Lakh or five times the economic benefits 
derived from sporting fraud, whichever is 
greater

2. Failure to perform to one’s full potential for economic or 
other advantage

3. Disclosure of inside information which can be used for 
financial gain or betting or manipulation of the event

b)  Imprisonment up to three years and fine of Rs 
5 Lakh or three times the economic benefits 
derived from sporting fraud, whichever is 
greater

4. Omission to inform the appropriate authority of any of the 
abovementioned acts.

5. A person attempts to commit the offence [(i) to (iv)] and 
in such attempt does any act or omission towards the said 
offence

Punishable with the same  punishment [(a) or (b)] 
as provided for the offence

6. A person who abets the commission of the offence [(i) to 
(iv)] and in such attempt does any act or omission towards 
the said offene

1  https://www.google.co.in/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCsQFjACahUKEwio75qo2-7GAhWHj5QKHb3-Cx4&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
interpol.int%2FMedia%2FFiles%2FINTERPOL-Expertise%2FIGLC%2FMatch-fixing-biggest-threat&ei=DYmvVei0MIef0gS9_a_wAQ&usg=AFQjCNEGPU2uWCSwVJ4oZTnkUoa54MA
dCQ&bvm=bv.98197061,d.dGo

2  At present individuals (who are not public servants) deemed guilty for match-fixing are prosecuted under the Indian Penal Code for cheating and criminal conspiracy. (Source: 
http://sports.ndtv.com/indian-premier-league-2013/news/208080-spot-and-match-fixing-to-be-criminal-offence-under-new-law-kapil-sibal) (http://www.legalserviceindia.com/
articles/social.htm). 

3  The UK has incorporated relevant clauses in the British Gambling Act, 2005, their Criminal Law Act, 1977 and their Prevention of Corruption Act, 1906. Similarly in the United 
States, at a Federal level incorporates the relevant provisions in Chapter 18 (Crimes and Criminal Procedure) of the United States Code, 2006. 

   (Source: http://www.unodc.org/documents/corruption/Publications/2013/Criminalization_approaches_to_combat_match-fixing.pdf)



With respect to offences committed by companies, 
every person who, at the time when the offence was 
committed, was in charge of and was responsible 
to the company shall be deemed to be guilty of the 
offence and shall be punished accordingly. Further, if 
any offence is similar to those for which an individual is 
liable (see table- i-iv) and is committed by a company, all 
persons, including any director, manager, secretary, or 
other officer of the company, due to whose consent or 
involvement or neglect such offence has occurred shall 
be deemed to be guilty and punished accordingly.

The Bill does not have any retrospective implications and 
may not impact past offenders including those currently 
under scrutiny for betting and spot-fixing 4.

It should also be noted that on the face of it the 
Bill appears to suggest that for such company 
representatives (as mentioned above) to be held liable 
the ‘company’ itself should commit the fraud i.e., it 
will not be sufficient to convict the representatives of a 
company if the fraud is committed by a player or coach 
or agent of the team owned by the company. Thus, the 
onus in such cases would fall on the government to 
prove that the fraudulent act was undertaken or given 
consent to by the company as a whole, which may be 
daunting.
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4 http://www.dnaindia.com/sport/report-sports-fraud-bill-ready-bcci-may-face-heat-2107190



Impact of the Prevention of 
Sporting Fraud Bill, 2013 on 
corporates

Often, given the dependence on players for game related outcomes as well as publicity, measures taken to mitigate 
the above mentioned fraud risks are primarily aimed at players. Players are given access to professionals such as 
strategists, image consultants, lawyers, financial experts and medical experts, who can manage their sporting careers 
and public image. However, there are limited efforts by sporting organizations to develop a comprehensive fraud risk 
/ noncompliance management program that extends beyond players.

Considering the Bill specifically indicates the liability for organizations in light of the offences, companies who 
sponsor or own sporting teams (not limited to just cricket) need to re-evaluate their fraud risk management program. 
This is further covered by Section 134 of the Companies Act, 2013, which mandates that the Board of Directors 
must report the development and implementation of a fraud risk management policy. To do so, they must start by 
realistically assessing the fraud risks they can potentially face.  
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5  Source: http://sports.espn.go.com/oly/columns/story?id=2039471   http://www.realclearsports.com/lists/top_10_frauds_in_sports_history/2007_new_england_patriots_spygate.
html?state=stop

Corporates owning sports teams may usually be impacted by some of the 
following types of fraud, non-compliance and reputational risks 5: 
•	Use of illegal performance enhancing drugs by players. Alternatively, such drugs can also be 

embedded in a rival player’s medication in a bid to remove them from the competition; 

•	Manipulation of sports equipment/ field conditions to favor certain players/ teams;

•	Sharing confidential information to benefit third parties such as bookies;

•	Insider trading by certain members of the sports management team;

•	Match fixing by players or sports management or any other person closely connect to the 
game;

•	Fake credentials/ recommendations to get certain players a chance to qualify into the team. 
Alternatively, misrepresentation of information, such as player’s age, could also be the case;

•	Bribery and corruption of key selectors/ sporting board officials by players to secure a place 
on the team;

•	Cartelization (by players or sports management teams) that demonstrates anti-competitive 
behavior;

•	Inappropriate behavior including cheating and violation of game rules during play, resulting 
in penalties/ ban;

•	Corporate espionage, where agents can spy on rival teams using a range of techniques to 
gather confidential information pertaining to game strategy.



In light of the provisions of the Bill, organizations may now have to undertake more comprehensive measures such as 
the following 6 - 
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6  Sources: Source- http://epfl-europeanleagues.com/files/Joint_position_paper_for_the_integrity_of_the_game.pdf  http://sports.ndtv.com/cricket/
news/220722-indian-premier-league-conclusions-and-recommendations-of-justice-mudgals-probe-report

7 http://www.dnaindia.com/sport/report-betting-should-be-legalised-in-india-justice-mudgal-2085615
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•	Developing and adopting of a code of conduct for players as well as the management and other related staff  
to follow;

•	Demonstrating a zero tolerance policy to corruption in sport;

•	Introducing specific policies on match/ spot-fixing in player agreements. This may be extended to include some 
of the other risks listed above, depending on the opportunities provided by the sport;

•	Undertake integrity due diligence of the support staff and experts hired to work with players

•	Monitor financial transactions including those involving players pertaining to issues of sponsorship/ publicity or 
any other arrangements;

•	Conducting education programs for players and company employees explaining the obligations under the 
relevant statues and codes set forth by the relevant sport governing authorities;

Until now, some of these measures may have been undertaken by companies voluntarily. However, with the 
introduction of the Bill, it may become necessary for all companies operating in the sports management area to 
identify key fraud risks and introduce specific measures to mitigate them.
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